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CGECI forum on U.S.-Ivorian trade and investment in Abidjan

CCA DELEGATION EXPLORES
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN
CÔTE D’IVOIRE AND SENEGAL DURING
DECEMBER 5-9 TRADE MISSION
Corporate Council on Africa led a
delegation of ten people from seven
different organizations on a trade mission
to Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, December 5-7,
2016 and Dakar, Senegal, December 7-9,
2016. In both countries, the delegates
explored current investment opportunities
and networked with key business leaders
both in the public and private sector to
discuss prospective partnerships in a variety
of sectors, including agribusiness, aviation,
capacity building, health and infrastructure.
Participating companies included AAR
Corporation, ACROW Bridge, AGCO
Corporation, The Boeing Company, South
African Airways, Varian Medical Systems
and Ukukhanya Komhlaba. Ambassador
Robert Perry (Ret.), Senior Advisor for
Corporate Council on Africa, led the
delegation along with CCA staff member
Biova Kabine, Director for Finance and
Francophone West Africa.
This was CCA’s second trade mission to
Côte d’Ivoire in two years, and the first to
Senegal. Both countries are West African

economic powerhouses with GDP growth
between 6-8% fueled by large government
investment in the infrastructure sector. This
trade mission was designed for delegates
to gain a deeper understanding of Côte
d’Ivoire and Senegal’s current investment
climate and opportunities during a period
of slowing economic growth within the
West African region.

Amb. Perry and Minister Thierry Tanoh, Deputy
Chief of Staff to the President, Côte d’Ivoire
Continued on next page...

This is my last letter
in the eJournal. In late
January, Corporate
Council on Africa
will have its third
President and CEO,
Ms. Florie Liser, who
has most recently
served as Africa
Director of the Office
of the U.S. Trade
Representative. She
was selected after an
Stephen Hayes
extensive search and
series of interviews with many candidates
by a committee of the CCA Board of
Directors. I believe the selection to be both
wise and timely as she brings new energy
and enthusiasm to the organization. I am
honored to have her as my successor and
hope she continues to build and develop
CCA to its fullest potential. She will have
many challenges in a changing world, very
different than the one I saw seventeen years
ago when I came to the Corporate Council
on Africa.
When I came to CCA, the world was a
very different one. 9-11 was unimaginable.
Within five years the Middle East was
aflame and remains so. Our development
priorities shifted to address central Asia and
the Middle East. Somalia and Sudan were
the primary trouble spots, but now there
are similar challenges in West Africa, parts
of North Africa, and Sudan itself seems less
a problem than its splinter nation, South
Sudan, a new country that our own nation
very much helped to create. South Africa
was considered a beacon of hope and
excitement for the world, having one of the
world’s best constitutions, and there was
beginning to develop a sense of optimism,
even as Africa was still considered by
some such as The Economist as nearly
hopeless “basket case” for development.
One of its magazine covers declared it as
such. China’s entry into Africa was seen
unlikely by some of the best of think tanks
in Washington. Our members, then the
most hardy of sorts who had been engaged
in Africa for some time saw the French as
their biggest rivals. Because of my work
with China before I came to CCA, I was in a
very small minority that believed China was
Continued on page 7...

Côte d’Ivoire

On December 5, the delegation met with
the U.S. Embassy Abidjan Country Team
and attended a business forum hosted by
the CGECI, the Ivorian CEO Forum. The
forum was opened by H.E. Adama Kone,
Minister of Economy and Finance who was
representing H.E. Daniel Kablan Duncan,
Prime Minister and Minister of Economy,
Finance and Budget. The Ministers of
Agriculture and Rural Development, H.E.
Mamadou Sangafowa Coulibaly; Education,
H.E. Kandia Kamissoko Camara; Transport,
H.E. Gaoussou Toure; Tourism, H.E. Roger
Kacou; and Mr. Andrew Haviland, Chargé
d’Affaires at the U.S. Embassy in Abidjan
attended the forum. The delegation also
attended a luncheon hosted by CGECI and
a networking reception at the residence of
the U.S. Deputy Chief of Mission.
On December 6, the delegation met with
the African Development Bank (AfDB)
executives in charge of Procurement,
Private Sector Investment as well as Côte
d’Ivoire and Senegal Chief Economists. Mr.
Matthew Turner, Alternate U.S. Executive

CÔTE D’IVOIRE AND SENEGAL TRADE MISSION ...continued from front page.

Delegates at the African Development Bank in Abidjan

Director welcomed the delegation at the
AfDB. This very enriching meeting was
made possible thanks to the coordination
of Ms. Julie LeBlanc, Senior Commercial
Officer to the AfDB. Following a luncheon
briefing hosted by Citi Abidjan, the

delegation met with Minister Thierry Tanoh,
Deputy Chief of Staff of the President of
the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire in Charge
of Economic and Financial Affairs in a
question and answer roundtable.
On December 7, the delegation traveled to
Dakar, Senegal, from Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire
after additional B2B meetings.

Senegal

Minister of Finance Amadou Ba and the CCA delegation in Dakar, Senegal

CEO of FONSIS, Mr. Ibrahima Kane took CCA’s Ambassador Robert Perry and the delegation to the
International Industrial Park de Diamniado at the new city being built 10 miles from Dakar
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On December 8, the delegation met with
the U.S. Embassy Dakar Country Team,
the Minister of Economy, Finance and
Planning, H.E. Amadou Ba, the Ministries of
Agriculture and Rural Equipment, Ministry
of Infrastructure and Land Transport and
their affiliated agencies. The delegation
then attended a networking reception at
the residence of the U.S. Deputy Chief of
Mission.
On December 9, the delegation was hosted
by Citi Senegal for a breakfast meeting
during which the executives presented the
business climate in Senegal and investment
opportunities. The delegation then met with
the Ministry of Tourism and Air Transport.
In the afternoon, the Senegalese Sovereign
Wealth Fund (FONSIS) took the delegation
to visit the Diamniadio Industrial Park,
located 20 minutes from downtown Dakar,
which was developed as part of the Senegal
Emergent Plan to diversify the country’s
economy. The 53-hectare Industrial Park
offers clients space for light manufacturing
and assembly, agro-industry processing,
and warehousing in a clean energy
environment with easy connections to the
port.
The Corporate Council on Africa would
like to thank the U.S. Embassy in Abidjan,
Côte d’Ivoire, the Ivorian government,
the Ivorian Embassy in Washington, DC,
The African Development Bank, the U.S.
Embassy in Dakar, Senegal, the Senegalese
government, the Senegalese Embassy in
Washington, DC, and all the participating
companies and delegates, and our generous
sponsors of CCA’s 2016 Côte d’Ivoire and
Senegal Trade Mission, including Azalai
Hotels, Citi, CGECI, FONSIS and South
African Airways.
Continued on next page...

CÔTE D’IVOIRE AND SENEGAL TRADE MISSION ...continued from previous page.
CCA leads several trade missions each year to explore investment opportunities across
Africa. Visit www.CorporateCouncilonAfrica.com to learn more about CCA’s programs
and initiatives.

AN EMERGING
SENEGAL
On Wednesday,
October 5, the
Corporate Council
on Africa hosted
a Senegalese
delegation led by
H.E. Amadou Ba,
Minister of Economy,
Finance and Planning
to discuss some
of the reforms
the government
has initiated
Amadou Ba
and investment
opportunities. Minister Ba highlighted the
economic growth Senegal has experienced
the last few years as well as progress made
in the agribusiness, energy, and mining
sectors. Minister Ba stated that per the
World Bank, Senegal is among the top ten
economic performers on the continent with
a 6.5% growth in 2015 and an expected
6.6% growth in 2016.
Minister Ba emphasized the role of the
Senegal Emerging Plan as a catalyst
enabling the country to free its growth
potential and address impediments to
growth, through reforms to attract private
investment. The government is enacting
reforms to facilitate land ownership,
energy and power generation, access to
financing and to ease the administrative
processes. To achieve this ambitious plan,
the government will invest heavily in
infrastructure, housing, industrialization,
agribusiness, energy and tourism.
Minister Ba expects Senegal to continue to
grow steadily with a positive outlook. He
also identified agribusiness, energy, power
and infrastructure as investment areas with
high growth opportunities.

Delegation at Citi, Dakar

UNLEASHING
AFRICA’S
FULL POTENTIAL
by Ambassador Amina Mohamed

Africa is the cradle
of mankind and
home to the youngest
population in the
world. We have a
historic opportunity
to realize the full
potential of our
continent in sharing
the prosperity
we have earned,
in enhancing
economic growth
Amina Mohamed
and in promoting and
entrenching democratic ideals.

The African Union Commission (AUC)
must provide leadership. I strongly believe
we can drive an agenda that realizes a
common vision of integration, cooperation,
collaboration and committed leadership.
These ideals of widely shared prosperity are
aptly captured as envisaged in the African
Union’s blueprint: Agenda 2063 - The
Africa We Want.
This blueprint has a clear roadmap for
implementation. One of the critical areas
is by achieving synergy of member States
through collaboration among the eight
regional economic groupings and AU’s
strategic partners.
Continued on page 9...
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The African Renaissance Monument built in 2010 in
Dakar, Senegal is the tallest statue in Africa

INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
IN SENEGAL

THE WORLD BANK REPORT:
ENABLING THE BUSINESS OF AGRIBUSINESS

On Tuesday,
September 27,
Corporate Council
on Africa hosted
the International
Monetary Fund (IMF)
team on Senegal
for a roundtable on
Senegal’s Economic
outlook, which
was led by Mr. Ali
Mansoor, an Assistant
Director at the IMF.
Ali Mansoor
The team recognized
that Senegal has been growing steadily over
several years thanks to controlled inflation
and public sector driven development.
However, this growth is yet to reach levels
that can profoundly reduce poverty.
The Senegalese government must mitigate
several risks including keeping the debt
sustainable with a third of the total
government revenues currently spent on
debt service, and controlling the short-term
inflation due to imports and infrastructure
projects.
The Senegalese government is planning
ambitious reforms to sustain growth and
tackle those risks through the Emerging
Senegal Plan. This development plan
will transform Senegal into an emerging
economy by 2035 through reforms in the
fiscal, financial and education sectors and
sizable public and private sector investment
in the energy, power, infrastructure,
agribusiness and health. One of the
key projects of this plan is the “Special
Economic Zone,” which will contribute to
the development of a modern costal city,
offering an attractive administrative, legal
and fiscal business environment. Not only
will the special economic zone be built
and managed by the private sector, it will
also have American, Chinese and European
private sector representation on the board.
The IMF team concluded the presentation
by sharing that they expect Senegal to grow
at 7% with low inflation in 2017.

Davida Connon
and Arnau GallardAgusti, Private
Sector Development
Specialists spoke
at the Corporate
Council of Africa’s
Agribusiness Working
Group session
on October 20.
The focus of their
presentation was
the World Bank
Davida Connon
Group’s “Enabling
the Business of Agriculture” (EBA) project
which measures and monitors regulations
affecting the agribusiness sector. It makes
sense that this sector would be analyzed
more carefully,
since agriculture
and agribusiness
provide major
sources of income
and employment for
a large share of the
world’s population, in
addition to having a
direct impact on food
security and poverty
reduction. The seven
areas that were
Arnau Gallard-Agusti
discussed included
strengthening seed systems, improving the
supply and quality of fertilizer, expanding
mechanization (while ensuring quality
and safety), expanding access to financial
services, enabling access to markets,
and transportation. The presenters then
drilled down further into the seven areas
looking at issues such as seed registration,
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development and certification, fertilizer
registration, import requirements and
quality control, tractor dealer requirements,
standards/safety and import requirements,
microfinance institutions, credit unions,
agent banking, electronic money and
warehouse receipts, plant protection,
production/sales, and exports, and truck
licenses, cross-border transport, regulations/
licenses and inspection.
In the second year of the EBA project, some
topics will be refined and restructured or
new topics added. Although the Information
and Communication Technology sector was
analyzed in 2016, it has been redefined
to include data regarding policies and
regulations on mobile and internet services.
Land has been redefined to include tenure
security, land sales and lease markets. New
areas will include cost of registering group
rights, the time and cost of land surveys
and safeguards regarding expropriation
and management of land records. Two
new topics were developed this year
water and livestock. Water rights, livestock
supply, safety, and quality of animal
production inputs will be examined. Two
crosscutting themes were introduced:
gender and environmental sustainability.
Issues affecting women are of intrinsic
importance, as they are heavily involved in
agriculture production in the developing
countries. Livestock issues will focus on
access to water and seed practices in
terms of protecting natural resource. It was
suggested that in the future this report be
looked at in relation to the World Bank’s
“Doing Business” report.
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CORPORATE COUNCIL ON AFRICA
APPOINTS FLORIZELLE LISER
AS NEW PRESIDENT AND CEO
building on CCA’s great work to date, and
I’m committed to working with U.S. and
African businesses and other stakeholders
to grow opportunities and strengthen
commercial relationships across Africa.”
Ms. Liser will join CCA from the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR),
where she has been Assistant U.S. Trade
Representative for Africa since 2003. In
that role, she has led trade and investment
policy towards 49 sub-Saharan African
nations and oversaw implementation of
the African Growth and Opportunity Act
(AGOA). Prior to this role, Florie served
as Assistant U.S. Trade Representative
for Industry, Market Access, and
Telecommunications from 2000-2003.
She has also served as Senior Trade Policy
Advisor in the Office of International
Transportation and Trade at the Department
of Transportation from 1987-2000; worked
as a Director in USTR’s Office of GATT
Affairs, and also served as an Associate
Fellow at the Overseas Development
Corporate Council on Africa (CCA), the
Council (ODC) from 1975-1980.
leading U.S. business association focused
The current President of the Corporate
on U.S.-Africa trade and investment,
Council on Africa, Stephen Hayes, said,
announced today that Florizelle (Florie)
Liser, Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for “I am honored to be succeeded by such a
person as Florie. It is difficult to imagine
Africa, will be the Council’s next President
a more qualified person for this position,
and CEO. Ms. Liser was appointed
unanimously by the CCA Board of Directors or one who has collaborated more closely
with our three primary constituencies: the
following an international search. Her
private sector, the U.S. Government and
appointment is effective January 23, 2017.
Africa itself. She understands the Corporate
“We are thrilled that Florie Liser is the
Council on Africa and has enormous
next President and CEO of the Corporate
empathy for Africa. She now has the
Council on Africa,” said Dr. Jeffrey
opportunity to lead the private sector to
L. Sturchio, Board Chair of CCA and
greater engagement with the continent and
President & CEO of Rabin Martin, “She has help open America to African investment in
unmatched experience in U.S.-Africa trade this country. Her success will be America’s
and investment policy, deep knowledge
success.”
of Africa and an unparalleled network
of relationships with leaders across subSaharan Africa including heads of state,
ministers and other key stakeholders,
in the U.S. Government, multilateral
organizations, the business community, and
civil society. These strengths and her vision
make Florie the perfect person to lead
CCA into the future, building on the strong
foundations laid by Stephen Hayes and the
team.”
Ms. Liser succeeds Stephen Hayes as the
third President and CEO of CCA. Florie
brings her expertise and extensive network
on trade and Africa to her new role, along
with a strong track record of working with
the private sector to translate policy into
action. She will also be the first woman to
lead the Council since its founding in 1993.
“21st century Africa presents enormous
opportunities for businesses looking to
take advantage of growing markets across
the continent,” said Ms. Liser. “In my new
Stephen Hayes and incoming CCA President and
leadership role at CCA, I look forward to
CEO, Florie Liser.
5
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CÔTE D’IVOIRE’S
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Farmers dry cocoa beans in Divo, Côte d’Ivoire

On Wednesday,
October 26,
Corporate Council
on Africa hosted
Dan Ghura, Côte
d’Ivoire Mission Chief
at the International
Monetary Funds
(IMF) for a roundtable
discussion on Côte
d’Ivoire’s Economic
Outlook. Mr. Ghura,
who had just returned
Dan Ghura
from a mission to the
West African country, indicated that Côte
d’Ivoire has been growing at a nine percent
rate in last five years, which is high relative
to the rest of Africa and the world. Mr.
Ghura continued by highlighting the Ivorian
government’s commitment to implementing
reforms that will sustain high, durable and
inclusive growth.
Mr. Ghura revealed that though the Ivorian
government had invested heavily in the
infrastructure sector from 2012 to 2015, by
borrowing, the country’s overall debt level
has been kept in check.
According to Mr. Ghura, Côte d’Ivoire’s
recent economic growth is due to the
government’s ability to secure debt relief,
by normalizing relations with creditors;
stabilize inflation, which is an advantage of
being part of a monetary union; investment
by the public and private sectors; and
access to the capital markets.
Though the IMF team expects Côte d’Ivoire
to experience a continued balanced growth
with a potential decrease from 9% to 7%,
it identified dependency on commodities
like cocoa as a risk, with high cocoa prices
likely to decrease, coupled with growth by
public sector investments.
The IMF team concluded the roundtable
by sharing some of the reforms the
Ivorian government is considering and
implementing to sustain economic growth.
These include raising cocoa purchase price
from farmers to ensure inclusive growth,
broadening the tax based, increasing the
financial sector inclusion and private sector
investment.

CCA HOSTS ROUNDTABLE ON EDUCATIONAL SYSEMS IN WEST AFRICA
On Wednesday,
October 26,
Corporate Council on
Africa (CCA) hosted
a roundtable on
educational systems
in West Africa with
Phillips Consulting
and the West African
Examination Council
(WAEC). Philips
Consulting was
Foluso Philips
engaged by WAEC
to run a strategy session for the Council,
evaluate its current performance and
redefine its strategy, where necessary. The
group embarked on a trip to the U.S in
order to include some external engagement
in the evaluation. CCA’s Ambassador Perry,
gave the opening remarks, which were
followed by a short presentation by the
CEO of Phillips Consulting, Foluso Philips
and the CEO of WAEC, Olu Adenipekun.
Mr. Philips gave a brief overview of WAEC,
emphasizing that the Council serves as a
major link in the educational value chain
in Nigeria and is responsible for managing
and executing exams yearly for millions
of Nigerian and West African students.
He also stressed the need for educational
reform. In his opinion, Nigeria needs to
realize that by 2050, its population will
exceed that of the United States and to
cater to its rapid growth, the country
needs to create mechanisms to ensure the
increasing quality of its human resources.
Mr. Philips shared some of his findings
about Nigeria’s education sector. According

to him, corporations and employers are
experiencing difficulty in finding entry
level workers with skills; Nigeria has
relatively low education enrollment rates
(a situation that is exacerbated in areas
with high incidence of armed conflict in
North Eastern Nigeria); there is a mismatch
between the country’s supply and demand
for education; there is a shortage of
high quality and experienced teachers;
coordination between the stakeholders
(federal, state, and local governments)
in the education system is poor, leading
to lack of clarity in terms of roles,
fragmentation in communication and a lack
of accountability.
Mr. Philips also offered some
recommendations for alleviating the
sector: creation of a standard national
curriculum at the primary school level;
improved data collection and surveillance
of the performance of students, teachers
and institutions in order to facilitate policy
making and goal setting; improvement
in the training of and remuneration
for teachers; increased private sector
involvement; and increased use of
technology in schools.
Mr. Adenipekun then gave an overview
of the organization and its mandate. The
Council was established in 1952, under
Nigeria’s colonial administration and is
composed of five British West African
countries. WAEC offers services to Nigeria,
Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Gambia.
Mr. Adenipekun affirmed that WAEC
continues to deliver on its mandate to
assess the achievement of students at the
The Africa e Journal
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secondary school
level in order for
them to be graded
and certified.
WAEC carries out
achievement tests,
assessment and
certification. WAEC
offers general postsecondary exams,
and special private
make-up exams for
Olu Adenipekun
select cases (e.g. for
refugees and internally displaced people).
He said that WAEC’s greatest challenge is
the government’s classification of secondary
education as a free social service, which
contributes to insufficient funding for
education.
During the question and answer period,
discussion covered an evaluation of
the organization’s statistical methods,
alternative educational opportunities for
underperforming students, promotion
of private sector collaboration with the
education industry, and bridging the
nation’s skills gap. The council affirmed that
to cater to the skills gap, the government
introduced 33 new subjects related to skills
and entrepreneurship training. Members
of the council were interested in learning
from participants about successful U.S
educational initiatives that they could
benchmark their performance against. The
session ended with a call for innovative
public-private partnerships that can
strengthen the links between the education
and job markets.

NIGERIA:
CHALLENGES
AND HOPE

by Margee Ensign, Ph.D.
President, American University of Nigeria
By 2050, Nigeria
will be the world’s
third most populous
country. Today, it is
seventh. But it has the
dubious distinction of
being the number one
country with the most
children out of school,
more than 10.5
million, according
to UNESCO in
2012, double that
Margee_Ensign
of Pakistan, which
holds second place. The insurgency in the
Northeast has added another 2-3 million to
that number

AUN undergraduates tutor children in basic literacy
skills. The children have no school to attend. Using
an innovative combination of media, including radio
and tablet computers, children make huge strides
during six months of instruction.

These data points must be weighed against
favorable indicators, such as natural resource
wealth and a remarkably energetic and
entrepreneurial people. Taken together,
with good governance and a renewed focus
on education, Nigeria will prosper. In the
short run, however, there’s much work to be
done to ensure progress and avoid further
backsliding with grim consequences for
everyone.
Today, Nigeria is confronted with significant
challenges, not the least of which is an
economic crisis caused by the plunge in oil
prices and resulting currency devaluation. A
second challenge is the destruction caused
by the terrorist group Boko Haram. Tens
of thousands of people were killed and
infrastructure destroyed. The UN estimates
damage at more than $5 billon. Schools
were destroyed and teachers fled the region,
leaving over one million children without
access to learning. On top of it all, years
of destruction have severely affected food
production, making famine inevitable—and
it may be a famine of rare and devastating
severity.
Fortunately, some international aid
organizations have joined us in the northeast

American University of Nigeria is located in northeastern Nigeria in Yola, the state capital of Adamawa state.

and a larger response to the crisis is at
hand, including that involving the Nigerian
government. But success will involve
community-building and rebuilding, with
local people involved in identifying solutions
and working to implement them. At the
Center of these efforts in the northeast is
the American University of Nigeria in Yola,
Adamawa state, one of three states under
emergency rule. AUN was founded in
2005 by a former vice-president of Nigeria,
Atiku Abubakar. He created the place as
a “development university,” modeled after
land grant universities in the U.S., where
knowledge is used to serve the needs of
local communities.
It didn’t take long to put this model to the
test.
THE ADAMAWA PEACE INITIATIVE
In 2012, as Nigeria faced insecurity resulting
from the removal of fuel subsidies, I along
with AUN’s chairman of the board, Muslim,
Christian, traditional, women’s, business
and other community leaders gathered
and formed the AUN-led Adamawa Peace
Initiative (API). The goal was to focus
primarily on vulnerable youth who have
had no education or had left school,
were orphaned, and had no work and no
prospects. These are precisely the youth who
were joining terrorist groups, not only here
but elsewhere in the world.

and connections to the local community,
assist in the selection of the most vulnerable
youth to participate in the various programs.
Of the nearly 30,000 young people involved
in API programs, none has joined a terrorist
or criminal group. During the height of the
terrorist violence, AUN and API were feeding
nearly 300,000 displaced persons, though
the largest part of their work is equipping
vulnerable populations with skills and hope.
AUN-API helped develop the capability
of “resilience,” which the international
development community has identified as
essential in breaking vicious cycles that
freeze people in poverty and hopelessness.
This new-found resilience would soon be
put to the maximum test when Boko Haram
unleashed its fury in the northeast and
Lake Chad region. Yola took in more than
300,000 displaced persons and fed them
for more than three years with little or no
help from the Nigerian government and
international community.
The API model of development and peacebuilding has moved beyond its base in Yola,
Adamawa state, and is present in other cities
and adjoining states heavily damaged by
Boko Haram, and where famine’s deadly
grip is tightening. Even as Boko Haram has
been degraded as a fighting force, other
calamities and challenges loom, will be with
us for the foreseeable future, and will take
local and international efforts to resolve.
Waiting is not an option. There is much work
to do, and it must be done now.
The business world is once again called
upon to decide where to contribute limited
emergency assistance. You’ll find no more
urgent recipient than Northeast Nigeria, no
better conduit than the American University
of Nigeria.
If you’d like to help, please get in touch with
us via www.aungf.org or www.aun.edu.ng.

AUN teaches local women how to produce dolls,
handbags and place mats from scraps donated
by tailors. The items are sold and women use
the money to help support their families. AUN is
working on a website that will enable the women
to create their own businesses and sell goods via
e-commerce.

API fosters peace through education,
empowerment and community
development. API brings together a council
of leaders to promote harmony, build trust
and respect, and to identify and engage
vulnerable youth through a variety of
programs, including “Peace through Sports,”
internet technology training, literacy and
entrepreneurship classes. API members, who
have a deep understanding of the needs of
7
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AUN graduates are eagerly recruited by Fortune
500 companies operating in Nigeria. Petroleum
engineering is a popular major, as are accounting
and finance. A law school opened its doors in fall
of 2016.

AFRICA’S
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
On November 1,
Corporate Council
on Africa hosted Mr.
Albert Zeufack, Chief
Economist, of the
Africa Region, at the
World Bank Group.
Mr. Zeufack indicated
that though growth
is faltering on the
continent for the first
time in twenty years,
the overall investment
Albert Zeufack
climate is improving.
The lower growth is due to the end of
the commodity price super cycle which
drove growth on the continent during the
2010-2015 period; the difficulty to access
financing, especially equity; and strong
pressure on currencies translated to higher
inflation.
Despite the glooming macroeconomic
situation, Mr. Zeufack stated that 41% of
the population lives in an Africa that is
still rising and that Angola, Nigeria and
South Africa which make 60% of the
continent GDP are dragging down growth.
He identified countries such as Ethiopia,
Rwanda and Tanzania as established
performers experiencing good growth
before and after the commodity crisis. He
also highlighted Cote d’Ivoire, Senegal and
Kenya as countries that were growing well
before the crisis but growing at a lesser rate
since the crisis.
Per Zeufack, African countries cannot
continue to rely on commodities alone
but must diversify their economies by
identifying new growth sectors, exports
markets, in addition to adding value to their
raw materials and exports.
Moreover, Mr. Zeufack indicated that
African countries can sustain their growth if
they take advantage of the diaspora which
can contribute both expertise and financial
resources; deepen intra-regional trades to
increase the overall business climate and
lower trade barriers; invest in infrastructure
development and power sector; as well
as train a workforce (including vocational
training) that meets the needs of the job
market.
Mr. Zeufack concluded by sharing his
optimism about the continent’s continued
growth by saying that the rest of Africa is
still growing about 4% a year.

MEAT AND POULTRY TRADE INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN AFRICA

Bill Westman, Senior
Vice President,
International Affairs,
North American
Meat Institute (NAMI)
closed out 2016 for
both the Agriculture
and Ethiopia Working
Groups. He provided
a very interactive
discussion regarding
his members
seeking business
Bill Westman
opportunities in
sub-Saharan Africa for meat and poultry
equipment and supplies. His discussion
began with an overview of NAMI, a
national trade association headquartered in
Washington, D.C. representing companies
that process 95 percent of red meat and
70 percent of turkey products in the U.S.
and their suppliers throughout America.
NAMI is governed by elected leaders
and staffed by 32 professionals and is the
leading voice for the meat and poultry
industry. Formed from the 2015 merger
of the American Meat Institute (AMI) and
North American Meat Association (NAMA),
the Institute has a rich, century-long history
of providing essential member services
including legislative, regulatory, scientific,
international representation and public
affairs. Its overall mission is to shape public
policy regarding wholesome products
produced by the meat and poultry industry.
In the international arena, and for subSaharan Africa in particular, NAMI
recognizes that demand is increasing
rapidly in these countries and that supplies
of some meats, especially beef, will be
severely constrained over the short term.
After completing their research regarding
8

opportunities for equipment and supplies
in sub-Saharan Africa, NAMI decided to
focus on Ethiopia, Namibia, Kenya and
Ghana. Their analysis is that Ethiopia
has good soils for crop production and
an abundant but disaggregated livestock
inventory. They recognize that the country
will need financing, and will need to build
trust with partnership arrangements. NAMI
feels that the logistical and border issues
are not insurmountable. Because of their
confidence that business opportunities
exist in the country, one of their member
companies has built a $7 million donkey
plant for export to China, where donkey
meat is a delicacy.

Bill Westman presents to CCA’s Agriculture and
Ethiopia Working Group members.

Having one of their members accompany
CCA on its trade mission to Kenya and
Ethiopia in August, 2016 helped to solidify
their commitment to proceed with their
business plans for these countries. Their
interest in sub-Saharan Africa doesn’t end
with these 4 countries. They are open
to hearing the business plans of other
countries in Africa.
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UNLEASHING AFRICA’S FULL POTENTIAL ...continued from page 3.
Africa’s markets must communicate
with each other to harness trade and
investment. The infrastructure deficit stands
as an impediment towards this objective.
We must secure seamless connectivity
through people-to-people interactions; ICT
and knowledge transfer throughout the
Continent. Hard infrastructure development
should also be reinforced by more intraAfrica rail, road, air and water linkages.Mwalimu Julius Nyerere once said:
“Together, we the people of Africa will
be incomparably stronger internationally
than we are now with our multiplicity of
unviable states.” It is no longer tenable
to keep talking of our great potential. It
is time to make the African Continent;
felt, heard and respected on the global
scene. For this to happen, Africa must
take greater responsibility of financing
its development and programs. Such has
been the agreement by our Finance and
Planning Ministers since March 2015.
Domestic resource mobilization is the
assured strategic complement to foreign
investment and official development
assistance. Focused leadership at the AUC
will guarantee that this decision is fully
implemented.
In order to increase the financial resources
available internally, industrialization and
diversification remain pertinent. More
specifically, we need to harness our blue
economy and fast-track the mining industry.
Africa has to build the capacity of our
youthful population. In 2015, African
Youth aged 15 - 24 years accounted for
19 percent of the global youth population
and projected to increase by 42 percent
by 2030. This is a demographic dividend
to Africa’s prosperity. Women must also
be fully enabled to play an inclusive role
in all spheres of Africa’s development.
Tapping into African talent will be the
hallmark of my tenure if I am honored by
member states and elected. The collective
success to Agenda 2063 lies in creating an
indomitable human force to resolve Africa’s
challenges.
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Every African citizen deserves a life of
dignity free from harm, in order to promote
social justice and the realization of their
potential. I am optimistic that together we
can continue to create a Continent that not
only embodies our pride and dignity, but
also the hub for peace and stability.
Africa must also make its cultural diversity
a cause for celebration. Cultural exchange
across the continent through education,
travel and symposia. This will renew
our Pan-African ideals especially among
younger Africans.
Our continent has made significant strides
in expanding access to education and
better health care. In order to shelter our
population from extreme want, we ought to
explore skills diversification and universal
health coverage.
Investing in value-addition through agroprocessing will increase Africa’s global
market share and attain collective food
security and comparative advantage.
Going forward, we must remain in
partnership with the rest of the world.
Global challenges such as climate change
will only be resolved through cooperation.
However, Africa remains most vulnerable
from effects of global warming. As such,
we need to; take serious mitigation and
adaptation measures, utilize indigenous
knowledge to generate local shared
solutions and build resilient communities
in addition to our continued demands for
climate justice.
Thus, united by the vision of an
independent Africa working for better lives
of all her people, it is now time for the
AUC to foster the realization of Africa’s full
potential through transformative leadership
harnessed by the AUC Secretariat.
This article was provided by CCA member
allAfrica.com. AllAfrica Global Media is a multimedia content service provider, systems technology
developer and the largest electronic distributor of
African news and information worldwide.
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RECENT EVENTS

9/22: CCA presents “Nigerian Investment
Promotion Commission (NIPC) Business
and Investment Forum”
9/27: CCA presents “Senegal’s Economic
Outlook” with guest speakers Ali Mansoor,
Assistant Director, African Department,
IMF and Jules Leichter, Senior Economist,
African Department, IMF
10/6: CCA presents “A Roundtable with
H.E. Amadou Ba Minister of Economy,
Finance and Planning, Republic of Senegal”
10/13: CCA presents “Building Africa’s
Workforce” with guest speaker Ayodeji
Adewunmi President, CEO and CoFounder, Jobberman, Eisenhower Fellow
10/20: CCA’s Agriculture Working Group
presents “The World Bank’s Report:
Enabling the Business of Agriculture” with
guest speakers Davida Connon and Arnau
Gallard-Agusti
10/24: CCA presents “Investing in
Rwanda” with guest speaker H.E. Mathilde
Mukantabana, Ambassador of the Republic
of Rwanda
10/26: CCA presents “Côte d’Ivoire’s
Economic Outlook” with guest speaker
Dhaneshwar Ghura, Mission Chief Côte
d’Ivoire, International Monetary Fund (IMF)
10/26: CCA presents “A Roundtable on
Educational Systems in West Africa”
with guest speaker Mr. Foluso Phillips,
Chairman/CEO, Phillips Consulting
11/1: CCA presents “Africa’s Economic
Outlook” with guest speaker Mr. Albert G.
Zeufack Chief Economist, Africa, The World
Bank Group
12/1: CCA’s Agriculture and Ethiopia
Working Groups present “Meat and Poultry
Trade and Investment Opportunities in
Africa” with guest speaker William W.
(Bill) Westman, Senior Vice President of
International Affairs, North American Meat
Institute

CCA MEMBER PROFILE

Sun swept savannah plains shape the
world’s image of Africa. Wildebeest and
lions, giraffes and cheetahs run through
the imagination, as lakes and waterfalls
cool the heated landscape. But there is
another Africa–an Africa of industry and
commerce, an Africa of people and cities,
an Africa full of investment opportunities.
As Africa stampedes into the future, CBZ
Holdings is a Financial Services Group
at its heart. From the rolling savannahs
south of the Sahara desert, hails a listed
and diversified financial services group
providing a complete range of financial
services through various subsidiaries whose
activities include:
• Commercial Banking
• Mortgage Finance
• Investment Banking and Advisory
Services
• Short and long term insurance
• Asset management
• Property investments
For several decades, CBZ Holdings has
grown alongside its clients to a one-stop
shopping experience for financial services.
The companies diversified business units
banner_ad:Banner_ad_africa
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allow one to invest safely and confidently
in one of the most dynamic and promising
investment environments in the world.
Knowledge, technical innovation and
teamwork are at the centre of CBZ
Holdings. For more than 30 years, CBZ
Holdings has focused on leveraging these
assets to deliver solutions that enhance its
performance.
Today, CBZ Holdings’ real-time technology
services and solution driven approach
enable customers to translate acquired data
into useful information then transform this
information into knowledge for improved
decision making–anytime, anywhere.
Harnessing information technology in
this way offers enormous opportunities to
enhance efficiency and productivity.
CBZ Holdings has made quantum leaps
from providing traditional banking services
to delivering tailored service for an evolving
continent.
CBZ Holdings Group Chief Executive
Officer, Mr. Never Nyemudzo is reachable
at 5th Floor Union House,
60 Kwame Nkrumah Avenue, Harare;
nnyemudzo@cbz.co.zw;
or +263-4-755011.
1:08 PM
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NOW IS THE TIME TO
INVEST IN AFRICA
“Global executives and investors cannot
afford to ignore the continent’s immense
potential. Today the rate of return on
foreign investment in Africa is higher
than any other developing region.”
— McKinsey Global Institute

Incoming CCA President and CEO Florie Liser meets
with CCA staff.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ...continued from front page.

“I have always seen the Corporate Council on Africa
not so much a business organization,
but as an organization that builds relationships
through business. ”
ready to explode onto the scene throughout
Africa, but few seemed to want to listen
or believe that. I also believed that we
missed an opportunity to cooperate more
fully with China on African development,
but I am not convinced that opportunity is
completely lost. It is clear that China is now
the major player in Africa and will likely
remain so for some time, whether they are
as open to cooperation as they once were
remains to be seen.
As for South Africa, which was the star
of Africa when I came to CCA, there is
now a great sense of disappointment in
the direction it seems to be headed, yet
one need remember that within 25 years
after the establishment of our own great
constitution, we had an internal rebellion, a
nation still divided on the issue of slavery, a
leading political figure shot and killed in a
duel, and were about to enter another war
with what is now our greatest ally, Great
Britain. All of this is to say it is difficult
to predict the future. Things change. As
the song goes, “Pendulums swing as
pendulums do” and for some time there
was the group chant that Africa was on an
irreversible rise. That, too, is changing as
if attached to an invisible pendulum in the
continuum.
The ‘irreversible’ growth is slowing, and
progress is uneven at best on the continent.
There are reasons for everything, and
there are far more experts for each reason
than are really necessary. We view Africa
too often in the abstract and not as an
equal part of our small rock in the endless
universe. We view it as a laboratory for
almost everything, often failing to leave
parts in peace and alone to solve their
own problems. Change is difficult at
the individual level. You need only look
yourself in the mirror to know that. At the
village, urban and national levels it is even
more complex.

But change does come. What I have
learned is that anyone who is serious about
Africa needs to be patient, realistic and
leave emotion out of the equation if at all
possible. Put your personal agendas aside
and see Africans as partners and equals,
not as supplicants that you have to help
for whatever reasons, real or imagined.
You will be far more effective if you do that
and even more so if you believe it. I am
convinced that if we do this, all of us will
be much better human beings.
I have always seen the Corporate Council
on Africa not so much a business
organization, but as an organization that
builds relationships through business. It is
more than just increasing the dollars you
carry. The real richness of this organization
is its convening power, the bringing
together of individuals, in this case through
business, to learn from one another, and
to work with one another for the common
good and towards a saner development
of global society. The private sector is
vital to that, for governments over time
tend to be top down, forgetting that they
serve, not rule. A vital private sector linked
internationally can do so much good for the
future of this troubled planet.
I want to thank all of you who have been
a part of or encountered CCA at one time
or another, for each of you have made my
life richer, but far more importantly, in each
encounter through us you have enriched
so many other lives as well, and although
we are small, I believe the contributions
we have made to U.S.-Africa relations,
development and understanding have been
significant. I hope they will continue to do
so.
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ABOUT US
Corporate Council
on Africa is the
leading U.S.
business association
focused solely on
connecting business
interests in Africa.
Established in 1993
to promote business
and investment between the United
States and the nations of Africa, the
Corporate Council on Africa serves as a
neutral, trusted intermediary connecting
its member firms with the essential
government and business leaders they
need to do business and succeed in
Africa. The Council’s membership
represents nearly 85 percent of total
U.S. private sector investments in
Africa. They represent a diverse pool of
industries from Africa’s most promising
sectors, including agribusiness, energy,
finance, health, ICT, infrastructure,
security, tourism and trade facilitation.
Corporate Council on Africa is a key
resource for conducting successful
business in Africa. We work closely
with governments, multilateral groups
and businesses to improve Africa’s
trade and investment climate and to
raise the profile of Africa in the U.S.
business community. CCA provides
member companies with greater access,
connections and insight for doing
business between the United States
and Africa through a number of sectorand country-specific working groups,
high-level special events, business
conferences, customized member
services, trade missions and advocacy
programs.
For more information, please visit
www.corporatecouncilonafrica.com.
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